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Christening is a very special moment among the Christians. In case you have been invited in this
sacred occasion, grab the opportunity with both hands. You will not get many opportunities like this
in your life to witness a joyous and holy occasion at the same time. What should you buy as your
Christening gift? This is a big question. Buying good Christening gifts can be a bit tricky. An ideal
Christening gift should be one that is able to make the baby and its parents happy. Or in other
words, it should be a gift that would serve the purpose for both baby and its parents.

Baptism or Christening is meant purely for the babies. But some parents like their babies to grow up
before the Christening ceremony. So, it becomes crucial for you to know the babyâ€™s exact age. This
information will help you to get the right  Christening gifts for the baby. If the family has very
religious roots, then probably it would be best to gift prayer books. However, the prayer books are
the kind of gift that you can give on all occasion. You can even gift it to your friends and family as
Christmas gifts.

However, the choice for both Christening gifts and Christmas gifts would depend a lot on your
budget. If your budget permits, you can give silver plated and gold plated gift items. For instance,
money boxes coming in gold and silver plating can turn out to be a great option. Silver spoon as a
Christening gift can be an excellent option as silver is considered auspicious. 

Nowadays, personalized gifts have become very popular. The list of personalized Christening gifts
can well include baby quilts, trinket boxes, stand for birth certificate, pewter goblet and baby clothes.
For personalized Christmas gifts it would not be a bad idea to gift a decorated photo frame. You can
make it memorable through nice writings and quotes on both sides of the frame. If it is meant for
your friend, then you can well insert a picture inside the frame that includes both of you. You can
also consider a photo album in the list of your Christmas gifts. Provide a personal touch on the
album through an embossed design or picture on the cover.

The best thing with personalized gifts is that they convey the positive emotions of the sender. The
moment it gets transferred in the hands of the receiver, it gives a sense of joy that cannot be
described in words.
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